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The Doni family, of Florentine-Tuscan origin, have the majority sharehol-
ding of DEF, and set off along the road of the ceramic tile industry in 1946, 
under the guidance of Ranieri Doni. 
In 1970, he established the Colorificio Doni Spa, based in Conselice, whi-
ch, in 1976 was sold to an English multi-national.
In 1979 Ranieri, together with his son Roberto, founded DEF di R. Doni 
Spa and, over the following years, his grandchildren, Laura and Riccardo 
also joined the company, intent on continuing the 60-year tradition of the 
Doni family.

Def Mediterraneo was established in Villarreal in 2007 and initially, trade 
focused on the Spanish, North African and South American markets.

Def is convinced that achieving total customer satisfaction is the most im-
portant goal to pursue, which is why it strives to ensure maximum product 
quality and the best possible support, day by day.
Def has always invested major resources in its research and development 
activities, in order to identify new products and continuously improve its 
existing ones.

The laboratory boasts equipment and tools at the cutting edge of techno-
logy that guarantee quality products and customer support in designing 
and industrialising their products.

Products in the range:

_Glazes
_Engobes
_Spray-dried products for double charging
_Grits
_Inks
_Special materials for digital applications
_Microspheres for digital applications
_Microspheres for dry applications
_Screen-printing pastes
_Pigments
_Frits
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The production of Def glazes and engobes begins with a strict series 

of controls on the input raw materials to ensure technically valid pro-

ducts that are constant over time.

Compounding takes place in a fully-automatic plant which makes it 

possible to avoid weighing errors.

The extensive range of Def glazes and engobes allows customers 

to achieve the most varied surfaces to obtain the best technical and 

styling results.

Acid attack tests and dilatometry tests are conducted on every fini-
shed product.

The products are delivered in compounds, ground liquids or ground 

powders. 

Strict checks, automatic bagging and timely deliveries are keyfactors 

of Def’s everyday activities.
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glazes
engobes

EN Engobe
MB Glaze for porcelain gres and monocottura
SB Glaze for double firing and monoporosa
SC Coloured glaze for bicottura and monoporosa
CN Neutral matt and glossy cristalline
CC Neutral matt and glossy cristalline
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The Digital Def series is a range of inks and digital materials entirely 

made in Italy.

The strengths of Digital Def are rheological stability, outstanding 

behaviour during production, even in the presence of steam, superior 

pigment suspension, excellent lubrication of the print head and great 

chromatic development.

In addition to pigmented inks, Def also offers a series of glazes and 

special products for digital decoration such as: sinking agents, lustres, 

matt and glossy glazes, engobes and devitrifying agents.

Def also presents a new series of inks and water-based products for di-

gital glazing, which is environmentally friendly and innovative, devised 

with products that are completely compatible with water while caring 

for the environment and the health of operators.

Colorificio Ceramico
Tradizione e Innovazione
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inks and
special materials

DDE 0100 Pink

DDE 0200 Beige

DDE 0250 Honey

DDE 0300 Yellow

DDE 0500 Cyan

DDE 0550 Cobalt

DDE 0700 Black

DDE 0800 Dark Brown

DDE 0850 Red Brown

DDE 0900 White

DDS 090 Luster

DDS 091 Matt Finishing Glaze

DDS 092 Glossy

DDS 093 Matt White-Devetrificante
DDS 094 Sinking

DDS 120 Glossy White
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Def has always paid attention to market trends, and it offers a 

range of spray-dried products for double charging for big slabs, 

as well as traditional and ultra-thin sizes.

Thanks also to an accurate and repeated control of humidity and 

grain size and the study of a calibrated expansion coefficient to 
achieve outstanding planarity, these products guarantee supe-

rior technical performance levels:

- excellent smoothness and absence of dust

- resistant to acids and bases

- stain resistant

- excellent resistance to wear of the finished product

_White and neutral spray-dried products (PB)
Ideal to achieve a white point that cannot be achieved with tra-

ditional glazes.

Perfectly smooth surfaces to apply grits for full lapped effect.

Ideal for ultra-thin sizes because they make it possible to avoid 

using wet products which would lower the breaking load of un-

fired pieces.

_Coloured spray-dried products and special materials (PC)
Special spray-dried products for lustre, iridescent, metallic and 

coloured finishes
make it possible to obtain the most diverse styling and textured 

effects.
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spray-dried
PB 1029 White Matt
PB 1030 White Engobe
PB 1033 White Matt for polished
PB 1202 White Matt
PB 1210 White Matt
PB 1040 Soft White Matt
PB 1150 White Matt
PC 1649 Soft mid grey Matt
PC 1650 Soft light grey Matt
PC 1651 Soft dark grey Matt
PC 1652 Soft beige Matt
PC 1653 Soft sand Matt
PC 1654 Soft brown Matt
PC 1249 Grey for polishing
PC 1250 Grey for polishing
PC 1151 Turtledove Matt
PC 1152 Ivory Matt
PC 1153 Ash Matt
PC 1154 Concrete Matt
PC 1155 Sand Matt
PC 1156 Anthracite Matt
PC 1157 Moka Matt

granulometry 0,1÷0,6 mm
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The Def range of grits was created specifically to enrich every 
product with technical, textured effects. Owing to their versatility, 
several different surfaces can be achieved (extra-thick stonewa-
re for outdoor application, top-lapped stoneware, fully-polished 
glossy slabs, monoporosa with special effects…) ensuring out-
standing performance levels and notable colour formation.

_Technical Grits (GR-T)
Top-quality technical grits, resistant to chemical agents, to abra-
sion and offering excellent smoothness.

_Grits for special effects (GR-E)
Grits with special effects such as water-washable lustres, iride-
scent finishes, metals and grits for outdoor applications.

_Lappable Grits (GR-L)
Grits suitable for lapping. They guarantee absolute transparen-
cy and outstanding development of colours, retaining a superior 
natural appearance and making the surface extremely bright. 
Following the lapping process, the product becomes acid-proof 
and easy to clean.

All the grits are available in various grain sizes for use with all 
application technologies (Dryfix, Airless, Grit applicator).
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grits and
microgrits

GR 062 Technical Matt 1190÷1210 °C
GR 074 Soft Technical Matt 1150÷1200 °C
GR 082 Luster 1150÷1200 °C
GR 094 Glossy 1150÷1200 °C
GR 095 Technical Semi-Matt 1190÷1210 °C
GR 096 Technical Matt 1190÷1210 °C
GR 097 Technical Matt 1190÷1210 °C
GR 098 Technical Matt 1190÷1210 °C
GR 099 Technical Matt 1190÷1210 °C
GR 104 Technical Matt 1190÷1210 °C
GR 105 Glossy 1150÷1200 °C
GR 106 Glossy 1150÷1200 °C
GR 107 Iridescent White 1150÷1200 °C
GR 108 Glossy 1150÷1200 °C
GR 109 Semi-Glossy 1150÷1200 °C
GR 110 Luster 1150÷1200 °C

Y121 0,05÷0,125 mm
Y1 0,05÷0,150 mm

Y12 0,05÷0,12 mm
N 0,1÷0,25 mm

N1 0,05÷0,25 mm
K 0,14÷0,3 mm
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Ultra-fine and controlled grain size grits, designed to improve 
abrasion technical features compared to traditional glazing. They 
can be used mixed with the glaze or as slip. 
Thanks to this new range of products, it is possible to obtain a 
large variety of surfaces with excellent technical and aesthetic 
results.
They are supplied with a fixed grain size.

_Technical Nano-Grits (FG-T)
Top-quality technical nano-grits. They improve the abrasion tech-
nical features of the product and are resistant to chemical agents.

_Nano-Grits for special effects (FG-E)
Nano-grits with special effects such as lustres and iridescent fini-
shes.

_Glossy Nano-Grits (FG-L)
Also for use in products requiring lapping to achieve a perfectly 
level surface.
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nano_grits
FG 095 Semi-Matt 1190÷1210 °C
FG 096 Matt 1190÷1210 °C
FG 098 Matt 1190÷1210 °C
FG 099 Matt 1190÷1210 °C
FG 104 Matt 1190÷1210 °C
FG 105 Glossy 1190÷1210 °C
FG 106 Glossy 1150÷1200 °C
FG 108 Glossy 1190÷1210 °C
FG 109 Semi-Glossy 1190÷1210 °C

granulometry 0÷0,08 mm
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Glaze microspheres devised specifically for dry decoration, which are 
body-coloured to avoid discolouration problems during the production 
phases.
Neutral or colored microspheres that are always perfectly inter-mixable 
to achieve intermediate effects and colours.

The strengths of this range are:

Endless chromatic and textured effects
Excellent smoothness
No dust
Acid-proof
Total absence of discolouration

_Neutral or white microspheres (DB) can be used as bases or to blend 
with the coloured microspheres. 
Ideal to give great depth to the product graphics.

_Colouredmicrospheres (DC) include an extensive range of colours

_Special microspheres (DS) special textured effects such as lustres, iride-
scent and metallic finishes.
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microspheres
granulometry Y 0,05 ÷ 0,12 mm
granulometry W 0,05 ÷ 0,21 mm
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Def presents the new glues for digital printers DDC, ideal for the 

application of grits and atomized on any size.

Thanks to their use is possible obtain results that can not be 

achieved with traditional methods

The main features, that allow an optimal application and without 

defects, are long drying time and low viscosity.

_Digital Glues
Thanks to their use, also with extremely detailed graphics, a per-

fect result is obtained even for lapping products

_Material Glues
They have the same characteristics as the digital glues, but in 

addition they also offer an ideal material effect for particularly 

refined rod c
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glues for
digital printers

DDG 200 Digital glue
DDG 320 Materic glue




